


Inspired by the beauty of natural timber, Complete Floors Australia’s latest 
collection Supacore has been precisely created by a team of interior experts. 

Each design has been thoughtfully developed to appeal exclusively to the 
Australian market, with beautiful grain structures,  

warmth of colour and attention to detail.

Profile Feature Benefit

Finish Feature Benefit

 Micro Bevel Micro bevel edges create a small V-shape between each   
 Edges board for an authentic look.

Matte Finish

Woodgrain

Wear Layer

Waterproof

Boards with a matte finish reflect the natural look and feel  
of timber.

Boards have an authentic timber woodgrain look.

A 0.55mm wear layer protects the surface of your vinyl 
plank flooring from everyday wear and tear.

Continue the timber look through your living zones and 
wet areas including bathroooms and laundries.  
Supacore can be wet mopped.

  Limestone composite core board with up to 75% 
 Core limestone powder. Resulting in a stable core that has   
  minimal expansion and contraction.

  Each product is 6.5mm thick, providing extra soft and warm 
 6.5mm Thickness cushioning underfoot. 5mm plank + 1.5mm IXPE backing  
  = 6.5mm overall.
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is a straight grained timber, with a warm nutty hue which will compliment a range of interior 

designs where a lighter neutral palette is desired.

BLACKBUTT  
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Spotted Gum is a rich individual timber, desired by Architects and Designers the world over, 

particularly for its striking backsawn grain structure, attractive fiddleback and vibrant colour 

palette. An Australian favourite.

SPOTTED GUM  
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A dark mysterious colour, giving the oak powerful undertones, Carbon will transform any area 

into a sophisticated space.

CARBON  
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Chestnut creates a base for a warm feel to any space.

CHESTNUT  
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French Grey is Inspired by French provincial châteaus, featuring a rustic blend of medium 

browns, highlighting pistachio hues with dark featured grains.

FRENCH GREY
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Creating depth and detail, Harbor Grey oozes elegance and timeless style.

HARBOR GREY
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KHAKI
Bringing the patina of time to the look and feel of oak, Khaki is a mid neutral tone to compliment 

and enhance any interior.
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A light & airy feel, Sandstone creates the perfect summer house look to compliment any space.

SANDSTONE  
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Hybrid Floor Construction
25 Year Residential Warranty  

10 Year Lite Commercial Warranty

Decorative Film
Limestone Composite 
Core

Accoustic Backing

UV Coating and 
wear layer

FLOORCARE

We want your Supacore flooring to look its best for years to come, so here are some guidelines to help you 

achieve that:

Day to Day

* Sweep or vacuum to remove loose dirt, grit or dust

* Use clean mops and natural cleaning solutions to regularly clean your floor

* Dilute the floor cleanser to manufacturers instructions

* Mop the floor evenly

* Collect excess liquid in a mop bucket

* Rinse the floor with clean water and allow to dry

 

 Please do:

Install mats at entrances to collect grit and moisture

Fit furniture with protective pads to prevent scratches

Remove spillages as quickly as possible to reduce risk

Regularly trim pets claws

Please do not:

Use abrasive liquids or metal scouring pads

Clean the floor with solvents, washing up liquids, 

soap powders, bleach, furniture polish, petrol-based 

products, pine gels, stain removers

Drag furniture with unprotected bottoms across the 

floor

ACCESSORIES

Scotia – Matching scotia available per piece

Size: 2400mm x 14mm x 28mm

Stair Nosings – Matching stair nosings available  

per piece

Size: 2400mm x 110mm x 30mm
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Technical Data

Type:  Hybrid
Thickness:  5mm + backing (6.5mm overall)
Wear layer:  0.55mm
Dimensions:  1500 (L) x 180mm (W)
Planks per box:  6
M2 per box:  1.62m2
M2 per pallet:  89.10m2
Colours:  8
Install Method:  Drop Lock
Finish:  Matte 
Surface:  Aus = embossed, oaks = EIR
Top layer:  Decorative film & Wear layer
Substrate layer:  Limestone composite
Backing layer:  1.5mm IXPE
Profile:  Micro bevel
Protective coating:  UV coating

Performance

Dimensional stability:  ≤ 0.04mm
Abrasion rating:  Group T
Residual indentation:  ≤ 0.03mm
Impact sound reduction:  IIC = 54
Light fastness:  ≥ 6
Fire classification:  Available on Request 
Slip resistance:  Available on Request
Residential Warranty:  25 Years*
Light Commercial Warranty: 10 Years*

COMMERCIAL SPECIFICATIONS

 PO Box 2270
Beenleigh QLD 4207

sales@completefloorsaus.com.au


